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GBLABS LUCA is designed to ease the work of tailoring shop owners, providing a user-friendly
environment that allows the management of daily administrative tasks. It can be used for keeping
track of the customer list, pending orders and generating job reports. Manage clients and tailoring
jobs The interface displays a clean layout, with a window that allows one-click access to all the
options. You start by entering the client's name and the contact details (address, city, state, date of
birth, phone number). Creating a new job only requires the user to fill in a form by specifying the job
ID number, the client's name, the requested delivery date and the trial date, as well as details
concerning the payment (receipt account, total and paid amount). Optionally, users can enter
personal notes in the 'Remark' field, which helps the worker get information about color preferences
or other details. The 'Job Register' is the place where one can look for pending jobs and filter the
search by various criteria, such as the ID, the worker that handles the task or the job status
(completed, delivered, alteration, cancelled, assigned or not). Keep track of customers and the
inventory GBLABS LUCA enables users to build a complete list of clients and workers, but it can also
be of use in managing the inventory and the company's financial accounts. In order to protect the
stored data, it can password-protect the database. Create complete reports The integrated report
generator helps you view details concerning the account book, on-going task, the wages register,
due payments or upcoming trials. Also, it can be used as a birthday reminder for clients and includes
a client rating system. A handy tool for tailoring shops GBLABS LUCA can really prove useful to
tailoring shop administrators, enabling them to handle all their business operations much easier. It
keeps things as easy as possible, which makes it suitable even for those who haven't worked with a
computer up to now. GBLABS Luca Lite Version: 1.0 Build Date: 26.08.2013 Views: 888
Requirements: 2.0 Supported Os: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Processor: 1GHz RAM: 256MB Hard Disk:
25MB Download GBLABS Luca Lite at: Clash of Clans is a strategy game with a lot of fun gameplay,
but a lot of
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Excel-compatible formula language: you can use it for macros, formulas and formulas.NET is a
professional data-access and -management software system, fully integrated with programming
languages C, C++, Java, VB, and Delphi.NET is a general-purpose development platform (General
Interbase) that includes a framework of tools for data-driven applications. The framework, also
known as the Common Language Runtime (CLR), is based on Microsoft's Common Object Model
(COM) and the.NET Framework.NET is an open source software framework for the Internet.NET
includes everything you need to develop web applications that are cross-platform and easily
extended.NET is a relational database management system (RDBMS) that provides an object-
relational mapping (ORM) for Microsoft Windows.NET is a programming language based on an
object-oriented, object-relational, imperative, and generic programming model.NET is a peer-to-peer
platform for distributed computing and may be thought of as an Internet operating system.NET
Framework (also known as the ".NET Framework" or ".NET") is an object-oriented programming
platform that includes a robust platform and set of developer tools.NET Framework SDK contains a



set of libraries, command-line tools and samples that allow you to compile and debug applications,
build server and client applications, and develop.NET Framework SDK is a development kit that
contains tools and libraries that can be used to develop, build and debug, or run web applications
that target the.NET Framework.NET Framework is an Internet-based software infrastructure
designed to serve as a common platform on which developers can build applications across many
platforms.NET is a platform for the Internet and is designed to enable heterogeneous
applications.NET is an Internet standard for distributed computing and networking that enables the
creation of distributed applications.NET is a software framework used for developing and running
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) on Microsoft Windows.NET provides a programming interface for
connecting a variety of "middleware" products.NET Framework includes a framework for developing
applications for the Windows operating system, or on the Microsoft.NET platform.NET Framework is
a framework for building client-server applications for distributed computing.NET Framework is a
software framework for building applications that make use of web services on the Internet.NET
Framework is a software framework for building desktop-style client applications for the
Internet.NET Framework is a software framework that provides access to XML.NET Framework is
an integrated development environment (IDE) and set of tools that work together to provide
2edc1e01e8
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GBLABS Luca Lite is a handy app, which allows you to easily manage your shop accounts. GBLABS
Luca Lite is a handy app, which allows you to easily manage your shop accounts. The app allows you
to keep track of payments received and spent and generate reports and invoices. GBLABS Luca Lite
Feature: -Accounting-Keep track of payments received and spent-Generate reports and invoices-
Short cut to the payment screen, allowing you to make payments-Add/Edit a customer-Add/Edit a
worker -Clients-Add/Edit clients-New client: add or edit client (first name, last name, address, city,
state, zip code, phone number, email address, birth date, website)-Clients/workers: view all or
filtered list of clients or workers-Add or Edit a job-Add or edit a worker-Add or edit a job -Wages-
Create wages register-Sort and filter wages register -Account Balance-Display account balance for
selected period of time -Reports-Create reports-Generate payroll -Due Payments-View unpaid
invoices-Create unpaid invoices -Payment history-View payments history -Records-View the list of
clients-View the list of invoices-View the list of records -Invoices-Create and print invoices-Generate
reports -Customer-Information-Add/Edit a customer-Customer: Add or edit a customer (first name,
last name, address, city, state, zip code, phone number, email address, birth date, website)-
Customers: view all or filtered list of clients -Jobs-Add/Edit a job-Add or edit a job (job ID, client's
name, request date, trial date, ordered item, delivered item, finished trial, as well as color, if
available)-Jobs: view all or filtered list of jobs -Records-View the list of customers-View the list of
jobs -Employees-View the list of employees-Add or Edit an employee (first name, last name, address,
city, state, zip code, phone number, email address, birth date)-Employees: view all or filtered list of
employees -Birthdays-Create birthday reminders-View birthdays -Remark-View/Modify personal
notes-View/Modify personal notes -Log-View/Modify
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System Requirements For GBLABS Luca Lite:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 7 / Windows Vista (64 bit) Processor: Intel Core
i3 / AMD Phenom II X2 / AMD Athlon II X3 / AMD FX-Series CPUs Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics:
Nvidia GeForce GTX 650 / AMD Radeon HD 7750 Hard Drive: 10 GB available space Additional
Notes: Windows 10 users will have to use the latest service pack, if not already installed.
Recommended: OS: Windows
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